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LSD National President
Jessica Ocampo - Chicago, IL
John Marshall Law School
jocampo01@law.jmls.edu
(949)599-5068

President-Elect
Jennifer Covarrubias – Los Angeles, CA
Southwestern Law School
jcovarrubias16@swlaw.edu

National Secretary
Mirian Albert – New York, NY
CUNY School of Law
mirian.albert.56@gmail.com

National Treasurer
Joseph Barrientos – San Francisco, CA
University of San Francisco School of Law
jbarrientos1379@gmail.com

VP of Membership and Programming
Valentina Ortega – Las Vegas, NV
University of Nevada Las Vegas
ortegav5@unlv.nevada.edu

VP of Communications
Vania Cebrero – Chicago, IL
John Marshall Law School
vcebrer@law.jmls.edu

VP of Conference Committee Chair
April Campos – Newark, NJ
Seton Hall University School of Law
a.campos9114@gmail.com

VP of IP, Academic, and Corporate Opportunities
Carlos Lievano – Gainesville, FL
University of Florida Levin College of Law
clievano@ufl.edu
VP of Online Education and Programming
Jonnsebastian Orozco – Chicago, IL
John Marshall Law School
jorozco@law.jmls.edu

REGIONAL PRESIDENTS

Region I (CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, VT)

Region II (NY)
Michelle Moran – Long Island, NY
Maurice A. Deane School of Law at Hofstra University
mmoran18@pride.hofstra.edu

&

Marlene Valadez – New York, NY
New York Law School
marlene.valadez@law.nyls.edu

Region III (NJ)
Anna Magallanes – South Orange, NJ
Seton Hall University School of Law
anna.magallanes@student.shu.edu

&

Maria Nieto – Newark, NJ
Rutgers Law School, Newark
amalia.nieto@rutgers.edu

Region IV (DE, PA)
Anthony Leon- Philadelphia, IL
Thomas R. Kline School of Law
anthonyleon.mail@gmail.com

Region V (DC, MD, VA, WV)
Jessica Sanchez- Washington, D.C.
The George Washington University
jmsanchez@law.gwu.edu

Region VI (NC, SC)

Region VII (AL, GA, MS)
Steven Arango– Tuscaloosa, AL
The University of Alabama
steven.arango@law.ua.edu

Sophie Salcedo – Atlanta, GA
Emory University School of Law
sophiesalcedo16@gmail.com

Region VIII (FL)
Daniel Cortes – Miami, FL
Florida International University College of Law
dcort026@fiu.edu

Region IX (IL, IN, MI, WI)
Jeremy Esparza- Chicago, IL
John Marshall Law School
jesparz@law.jmls.edu

Region X (KY, OH, TN)

Region XI (IA, MN, MO, ND, SD)
Genesis Mercado - Kansas City, MO
University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Law
gmz7c@mail.umkc.edu

&

Priscila Barron-Sanchez – Saint Paul, MN
Mitchell Hamline School of Law
priscila.sanchez@mitchellhamline.edu

Region XII (AR, LA, OK, TX)
Donald Rios – Katy, TX
Texas Southern University- Thurgood Marshall School of Law
donaldrioslaw@gmail.com

Region XIII (CO, KS, NE, WY)

Region XIV (AZ, NV)
Hugo Hernandez Dias - Las Vegas, NV
William S. Boyd School of Law
herna746@unlv.nevada.edu

**Region XV (UT, NM)**

**Region XVI (AK, ID, MT, OR, WA)**
Monica Romero – Seattle, WA
University of Washington
monica.amira.romero@gmail.com

**Region XVII (Northern CA, HI)**
Jaime Rincon – Honolulu, HI
University of Hawaii at Manoa William S. Richardson School of Law
rinconj@hawaii.edu

**Region XVIII (Southern CA)**
Roberto Rodriguez - Los Angeles, CA
UCLA School of Law
rodriguezr2019@lawnet.ucla.edu

**Region XIX (Puerto Rico)**